Recruitment Process Outsourcing - RPO
Recruitment Process Advisory - RPA

It is all about

We are Tune UP. Solutions

Who - An innovative boutique recruitment and HR
consulting firm based both in Singapore and Luxembourg.
Our Market - We do specialize in supporting start-ups and
small & medium businesses into the Technology, Asset
Management, Corporate services, Funds and Alternative
investment industry.

Our Mission - We do provide recruitment & contracting
services as well as HR advisory helping organizations with
their local or international expansion, setting up or
improving their HR policies, recruitment process,
attractivity, retention and employer branding.

Our Values - At Tune UP. Solutions, our values reflect what
we do everyday. Helping people with dedication, hard
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What we offer?
RPO for SME
Our Recruitment process outsourcing
is specifically designed for Start-ups
and Small & M edium size businesses.

Recruitment advisory
Our recruitment expertize will support your
needs from middle management to C-level
resources into our specialized industry.

RPA for SME

Contracting

Recruitment process advisory is a
consulting offer. We help you
implementing an efficient and tailor
made recruitment process, improving
in the same time your retention and
your employer branding.

Our contracting solution offer you
temporary resources to manage your
projects or unexpected needs. We do
support in the field of finance, legal, HR
and business transformation.

International Expansion

Career Management

W hen
your
business
expand
internationally, we are here to help
you with all the HR & legal regulation
you face in a new market.

We are a career management partner and
professional coach. We help you setting up
your goals and define your path to
happiness.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing is a comprehensive and
tailored made solution that would enhance your
organization to:
•

Externalize your recruitment process partially or entirely in a
flexible manner

• Set up a fast and efficient recruitment strategy
• Build a strong candidate pool
• Implement a clear and easy to follow retention plan and
succession planning

OUR RPO
SOLUTION

• Internalize the know-how and best practices at the end of the
mission
RPO by Tune UP. Solutions will save you time, money and
will help you to build a strong employer branding.
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Recruitment Process Advisory is a comprehensive and
tailored made tool that would enhance your capabilities to

OUR RPA
SOLUTION

•

Recruit effectively in a fast and effective manner

•

Allowing you to attract the right talent

•

Build a strong candidate pool

•

Implement a clear and easy to follow retention plan
and succession planning

RPA by Tune UP. Solutions will save you time, money and
will help you to build a strong employer brand name and
avoid reputational risk.
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When do our RPA-RPO solutions make sense for you?
Lack of TA support
Your company do not have any talent
acquisition support or it is
limited/inefficient. Your hiring manager
have to manage the recruitment
process on their own investing time
that could be used more efficiently
business wise.
Lack of hiring manager engagement
Your hiring manager don’t invest
enough energy and time to define their
needs their priority, a concrete
timeline and fail in hiring the right
candidate matching your company
culture.

Poor employer branding
All the above leads you to build a poor
image on the market. In addition your
company culture is not well defined
and neither identified by the market.
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Inefficient recruitment process
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Your recruitment process is too long,
undefined, key stakeholder are not
identified, consequently you end up
losing candidates on the way and suffer
from the wrong image on the market.
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Loss of time & information

1

You suffer from a lack of organization
and subsequently you are losing time in
your recruitment process and fail to
gather and store crucial information.

Why using our RPO-RPA solutions?
Process implementation

Cost effectiveness
Our RPA/RPO solutions are designed to
reduce your cost overall and allow you
to allocate your time on more costefficient tasks business wise.

Employee Retention
Our RPO-RPA solution integrate a
retention plan easy to follow in order to
avoid
losing
key
recruits
and
consequently
losing
considerable
amount of time and money.

Hiring Manager Satisfaction
Designing a comprehensive and well
defined recruitment process with a clear
calendar will increase the hiring
manager satisfaction and the HR/Hiring
M anager interactions.
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Our RPO-RPA are focusing on easy
process implementation. Once these
processes implemented
it will
drastically increase the efficiency of you
recruitment, integration and retention
processes.

Candidate Pool
Our processes allow you to build a large
candidate pool and avoid starting every
search from scratch every time.

Time optimization
A Recruitment process is a timeline. In
implementing a clear plan to placement
strategy you will increase drastically and
instantly your time management with
regards to recruitment process and
integration.

Cost Effectiveness demonstration
An inefficient recruitment process leads to a direct cost mostly due to the following:
-

-

Opportunity cost:
-

The role stay vacant too long and increase risks for the company and loss of potential business

-

Hiring manager time invested is not optimal and leads to potential loss of business opportunities.

Pure cost:
-

The cost of interviewing, integrating, training a new employee is evaluated at 300 times a person’s
hourly wage.

-

A wrong hiring involving turnover will cost around 100% of their annual salary in average (100% being
a conservative forecast, could go up to 400% when involve recruitment of a CXO ).
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Cost Effectiveness demonstration (2)
How our model helps to reduce these costs and improve your efficiency:
-

Reduction or avoidance of permanent internal Talent acquisition resource cost through flexibility based on
recruitment needs peaks.

-

Streamlining and improving the recruitment process life cycle brings time gain, energy and improves employer
branding and productivity.

-

Reduction of recruitment timeline and decrease the hiring manager time invested and allow to prioritize
business and sales activities.

-

A performant recruitment process with proper branding development decrease drastically employee turnover
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Cost Effectiveness demonstration (3)
Example 1. Medium size company with internal recruitment team
Your team is hiring a new Finance Director – the recruitment process involve your CHRO, your CFO and your Talent
Acquisition Manager. Their average hourly wage is around $170 x 300. The recruitment cost = $51.000.
Unfortunately the candidate is not performing neither adapting to the team and leave after 4 months. The cost of
the turnover is reaching 100% of his yearly salary which = $150.000. This recruitment has failed and cost to the
company a total of $201.000.

Example 2. Start up entity without any Talent acquisition support
You are the CEO of a telco Start up. You need a Commercial Director for the ASEAN Market. You involve yourself
100% on the search, interview and follow up. Your opportunity cost (not investing this time in business
development and company management) is 300 x $250=$75.000. Unfortunately your Commercial Director lied on
his previous results and you did not cross checked his references. He is not performing and you have to let him go
after 6 months. His yearly salary is $160.000. Your full cost for this wrong recruitment reach $235.000.
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5-Step RPA/RPO implementation
PLAN

RUN

At that stage, the organisation
chart is integrated and internal
strategy is reviewed.

Manage recruitment workflow and
practical implementation phase.
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UNDERSTAND & SCOPE

BUILD

Initial diagnostic & recruitment
process analysis & optimization.
How to market the brand and value
proposition definition.

We now need to implement the
changes. We are in the process
implementation phase.

05
MEASURE
We do follow effective KPI’s and
measurement tool to enhance the
effectiveness of the process
implementation.

You are a branch, part of an
international company operating
independently, or a new set up
developing the European or Asian
market from Luxembourg or
Singapore.

SME’s

You are a new actor, an underdog
dreaming big. A start-up with
strong business target and a new
operating model.

You are a local entity or mature
middle size enterprise with a track
record and well established in
your market.

International Branch

To who our RPA-RPO
solution benefit?

Start-Up

Where do we operate?
Luxembourg
39 Boulevard Royal L-2234
Luxembourg
+352661777799

Singapore
32A Keppel Bay Drive
098651 Singapore
+6588769715
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Tune UP. Solutions
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32, Keppel Bay Drive 098651
Singapore +6588769715
www.tuneupsolutions.com
info@tuneupsolutions.com

